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7.5

foreground could use some more detail in the 

shadows, the mountain and sky needs more 

contrast. it's a bit flat compared to the 

foreground





7.5

nice, suggest changing the cropping, include all 

of the cloud and take a little off the bottom





7

i would try to improve the composition so it tells 

more of a story along the title line





7

composition is good but the exposure needs to 

be brought down and the hdr effect in the sky is 

not good. also, tone down the green





7.5

i like the concept. composition is heavy left 

sided, perhaps move the berry to the right. also, 

the bright green leaf takes my attention away 

from the berries





7.5

nice. try to bring out the detail on the leaf on the 

right more





8

perhaps crop some of the foreground and sky 

and add a keyline to separate it from the 

background 





8

well composed and good exposure. the blur 

along the edges is a bit of a distraction





7.5

good idea but perhaps from a lower angle and 

watch the focus point. the tail feathers are sharp 

but the bird's throat is soft





7

cropped too tight





8

great story telling. perhaps tone down the 

exposure just a bit





7

great idea, good composition, exposure is off





6.5

i think the image has potential but the horizon 

line is not level, the building and pylons are not 

vertical and the sky is over worked





8.5

tack sharp, good exposure





8

look at the edges of the bird. the white 1 or 2 

pixels appear to be from oversharpening. also, 

i'd take some of the red out of the whites of the 

bird - great capture though





7.5

good presentation, good composition, the halo 

needs to be softened





8

great shot. it needs a bit of sharpening





7.5

suggest not cropping out the top and bottom 

and all the faint areas coming through need to be 

removed





8.5

well done. I would bring up the whites a bit





7

the subject is not sharp and there is not detail in 

the eye area. sharpen it and open up the shadow 

areas and enter it again





7

i like the idea but it is over exposed and with the 

backlighting, the tress need to be in silhouette





7.5

crop in tighter





7

the shadow is a distraction and exposure is a bit 

dark





8

great shot, bring down the whites a bit there is 

some detail in the flower





8.5

well captured





8.5

well done, nice exposure good composition. i

would add a key line to separate it from the 

background





8

love the shot. clean up all the dust particles on 

the fender and i'm not sure why the piece coming 

down from the headlight is out of focus but the 

fender below it and the light are sharp.  maybe 

take a look at that





8.5

like the keyline, like the back light. maybe 

brighten it just a bit





8

the eyes need to be sharp. hair in the ears and 

whiskers are sharp but eyes are not. 





8

good shot - the tree needs the muddy haze 

around the branches worked on and i would add 

a key line around the image to separate it from 

the background





7.5

crop in tighter, maybe a vertical





6.5

the idea is good. i would try a lower angle and 

there is no detail in the duck's feathers but a lot 

of grain in the water





8.5

good capture, good exposure, perhaps crop the 

top and bottom a bit





8.5

i really like the capture. but i want it to be not 

quite so tall. more pano format.  but it is 

beautiful





8

suggestion would be to crop in vertical and 

remove some of the grey from the cloud





7.5

concept is good, but it needs more light on the 

wheel and tire and my eye is drawn to the 

shadows on the top of the whitewall





7.5

well controlled exposure, perhaps a bit of light 

from the other side could be added to open the 

shadows a bit and a bigger depth of field so 

everything is sharp would help





8

tighter crop and the edge darkening is not even -

left is much bigger than the right side
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7

while the image is a good capture, the sharpness 

and detail is missing in the subject





7.5

I like the idea but the flowers cut off and the 

largest grouping on the right, needs attention. 

also the left background should be removed.  

Having said that, the exposure was handled very 

well.





7.5

Love the capture. please rework the body and 

shoulder of the bird so you have detail in the 

feathers





7

great shot. crop down on your subject and 

reduce the exposure. the whites are blown out





7.5

nice perspective.  open the shadows a bit there is 

no detail in the shadows





6.5

highlights too bright and the midtones are 

blocked up





7.5

i enjoy the capture but there is no detail in the 

bird's back feathers





8

nice capture. suggest bringing down the 

background to match the foreground outside the 

reflection. bring down the highlights in the bird's 

head or crown and maybe a bit of sharpening to 

bring out the details in his feathers. also i would 

suggest some sort of keyline or stroke to 

separate the image from the slide background.





6.5

wonderful possibilities.  i would align on the 

middle of the lane and square up the camera so 

your horizontal and vertical lines are square. 

Also, the shadows need to be opened up.





6.5

beautiful shot - the Orangutan is looking at the 

camera - however the focus is off.  the hand is 

sharp, the eyes are not





8.5

well done. shades of grey, from black to white 

are all there.





7

nice capture, exposure and gradation is good but 

the lines are not square.  you either have to be 

perfectly square or you need to find another 

angle that works to show the repetitive arches





7

brighten the image and hold the highlights





8.5

OUCH! nicely done. good composition, good 

tones and good exposure





8

Love the lines and subject.  All the leading lines. i

suspect that the circle at the top is round and not 

oblong.  this effect happens when wide angle 

lenses are used. would suggest stretching the 

images to make it round. also, it seems a bit soft





7

great idea.  a couple of things held me back from 

going higher.  the fact i can not see the board he 

is standing on and the waves on the right which 

are a major distraction - keeps pulling my eye to 

the right





7.5

would like to see a bit of his eyes, maybe from a 

lower angle and as a street portrait it shows a lot 

of emotion





8.5

great capture, good crop
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8.5

good cut in of the bird. i would suggest 

feathering the edges of this left wing a bit





8.5

great idea, good execution.  there are a few artifacts in 

each glass that i would suggest touching up.  bottom left, 

the 2 white spots, on the tall glass, the white spot int eh 

middle, the line up near the top and i think i would 

remove or dramatically reduce the white at the top as you 

look through the glass.  bottom right there are a few dots 

and i would definitely clean up, maybe soften, all the 

edges of the glasses just a bit.  they look jagged.





7.5

nice leading lines.  suggestions would be that the 

bottom left form keeps pulling eye away. is it 

possible to remove it?  also, can you not distort 

the spider so much.  the lines work but the 

spider...not so much





9





8

very interesting. maybe tone down the blue a bit 

in the background





7

great capture. i would suggest a lower angle and 

a higher fstop.  the baby and the rock in the 

foreground are sharp but the kangaroo's face is 

not.





8

good show of motion in the feet while keeping 

the horse and jockey sharp.  some of the artifacts 

i might suggest removing, such as, in front of 

the horse the black circles, the white rail arms, 

the power lines and perhaps crop a bit off the 

left so he is a little more off center





6.5





6.5

the idea is good but i would suggest the boats 

need to be cut out ad let photoshop create the 

drop shadow. also the lighting on the boats 

needs to match what's on the yolk.





7.5

very creative.  1st, straighten the perspective of 

image so the lines vertical lines are straight. then 

i would go back in and clean up the cutouts of 

your ypung subject.  i.e., the putter, there is a 

lighter ghosting down his left leg, the cup 

holder, this left foot and hip area.  there are 

several other cleanups that need to be done





7

creative. the composition could be better. 

perhaps backup and come at it more straight on 

so the lines get straighter. back up and zoom in





8.5

can you include his chin and the eyelash on his 

left eye?





8

creative. the lighting on the subject is a bit 

strong compared to the rock face. perhaps tone 

it down a bit to make it more believable.  

Everything else is backlit, where is the light 

coming from was my first impression





7

i would like to see the dancer not just the mask 

and it needs some contrast





7.5

conceptually it is interesting. but it is soft-blurry 

throughout. maybe reduce or remove the rabbit's 

reflection





7.5

that's a good idea.  so how to make it better?  reduce the 

expose on the whites coming out of the can and on the 

mountain. clean up the cutout of the boy - behind his 

lower back, his arms and how his legs intersect the 

water. the other child, the cutout could be better; he/she 

needs to be looking back at what the boy is doing; and 

the reflection is not consistent with the other reflections


